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Collaboration tools will play a big role in helping teachers and students as they navigate this different environment.
The future of education is hybrid. Here's how to make it work for learners and educators.
Parents and educators know that academic excellence depends considerably on students

holistic development and a strong, positive learning environment. Unfortunately, many schools lack access to the ...

Data Supports Social-Emotional and Equity Curricula for 'Whole Child' K‒ 12 Education
At the intersection of change, impact, diversity, equity, and inclusion, stands an assistant professor from the Department of Engineering Education at Virginia Tech: Jeremi London. With her recent ...
NSF CAREER award to break down engineering education barriers
JFF, a national nonprofit driving transformation in the American workforce and education systems, today announced that its Center for Apprenticeship & Work-Based Learning has received $13 million in ...
JFF Awarded $13 Million U.S. Department of Labor Funding to Expand Equity and Inclusion in Apprenticeship
CRANE ‒ Naval Surface Warfare Center, Crane Division (NSWC Crane) is teaming up with state academic institutions Indiana University (IU), The University of Notre Dame, and Purdue University to develop ...
NSWC Crane, IU, Notre Dame, and Purdue team up to provide Trusted AI workforce development and research
Researchers are racing to develop new coronavirus vaccines and treatments, but many of them are running into a problem ‒ a shortage of monkeys. Unless the government acts to preserve our scientists

...

The dire consequences of a research animal shortage
The authors of a new UW-led study write that because law enforcement directly interacts with a large number of people, ''policing may be a conspicuous yet not-well understood driver of population ...
Study model explores impact of police action on population health
The pursuit of new business models in higher education is an important finding ... expect to see more money going toward research tech. A considerable number (44%) anticipate investments in ...
Higher education industry is implementing new business models
It had been believed to be impossible to create machine learning models for ... world-changing research and out-of-this-world discovery. Committed to hands-on and online, real-world learning, Purdue ...
Purdue receives Amazon Research Award for IoT devices
The Pennsylvania System of Higher Education (PASSHE), has proposed a consolidation of six of its institutions to stave off bankruptcy projected for 2027.
Higher Education Must Change To Thrive: The Case Of Consolidation In The Pennsylvania State System
As K-12 schools around the state prepare to transition back to in-person learning, a group of educators is developing a community -based model to facilitate the return safely. The project organizers ...
University of Hawaii study facilitates model for safe school reopenings
China Liberal Education Holdings Limited (Nasdaq: CLEU) ("China Liberal", the "Company", or "we"), an educational services provider in China, providing, among other services, smart campus solutions, ...
China Liberal Holds OMO Teaching Seminar with Beijing Foreign Studies University to Explore New Teaching Environment Models
OxyContin maker Purdue Pharma's plan to reorganize into an entity whose profits will be used to combat the U.S. opioid crisis got a big boost as 15 states have dropped their objections to the new ...
15 states drop fight over Purdue Pharma's bankruptcy plan, clearing way for massive opioid settlement
The Huawei Global Intelligent Education Summit 2021 ̶ themed Accelerate the Digital Journey of Education: New Value Together ̶ has commenced today online. Huawei proposed the "3/3/9" principle as the ...
Huawei Accelerates the Digital Journey of Education, Creating New Value Together
and helped create a model freshman orientation program to teach incoming students about the rights and principles enshrined in the First Amendment. Purdue University Global delivers personalized ...
Purdue Global Concord Law School to focus on the First Amendment in schools for next Distinguished Speaker Series discussion
The young lady coming from a family of space exploration pioneers was expected to follow tradition but instead became a model, actor, and artist of global repute ...
Ellen Alexander Follows Her Dream to Become an International Model and Co-Founder of Anti-Aging Research Startup
The agreement from multiple state attorneys general, including those who had most aggressively opposed Purdue s original settlement proposal, was disclosed late Wednesday night in a filing in U.S.
Opioid giant Purdue Pharma s bankruptcy exit plan gains steam with OK from more states
The new AS271F and E273F displays offering upgraded connectivity and added value are ideal for corporate, education, and entertainment applications Sharp NEC Display Solutions, a global leader in the ...
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